
 

 

Year 4 Autumn 2 Enrichment Homework 

 

For Enrichment homework this term, you will be creating a project entitled 

‘Through the wardrobe…’  How you create your project is up to you, but your 
teacher and your parents will help you with ideas.   

 

There will be three tasks to complete, these will feed into the creation of your 

No Limits final product: a circuit powered, light up Narnia scene!  This 

homework will help you with Science, Art, DT and Speaking & Listening and you 

will be able to share your enrichment tasks with your class and No Limits 

assignment group!     

 

There will be 3 awards given out for the following categories: 

 1) Self-Worth                              2) Engagement                                  3) Purpose 

 

Task 1: To be handed in on Wednesday 16th November     

This task will require you to get creative (and probably a little bit messy)! As you know, 

your final product for our assignment is a circuit powered, light up scene from Narnia 

so…your task is to make the wardrobe that hides the doorway to Narnia!  Using 

recycled bits from around the house you could make: a 3D wardrobe that opens to 

reveal a hidden land, a picture that opens using layers…the list is endless!  

      

Task 2: To be handed in on Wednesday 30th November  

As Science (specifically electricity) is a huge focus this term, your task is to research a 

famous scientist and create an engaging fact file about their life and work! You can 

present your information in any way that you choose 

(PowerPoint/poster/leaflet/poem). Can you find out about their scientific discoveries 

and the impact it has had on our world today?  

Some famous scientists include: Mary Curie, Alexander Graham Bell, Archimedes,  

Leonardo da Vinci, Charles Darwin, Thomas Edison, Nikola Telsa, Jane Goodall, and 

Stephen  

Hawking.  

Task 3: To be handed in on Wednesday 14th December  

Your task is to use your art and design skills to create your own flag for Narnia! You can 

choose your favourite character from the story and think of ways to represent them, 

can you incorporate the endless winter, or will your flag represent Aslan’s return? Will 

you have one main drawing in the middle? Wil you have a motto? You can do your 

design on paper or on the computer.  

We look forward to seeing your epic creations! 

Team 4! 


